The angular dependence of precision measurements is well established as the oblique effect in motion perception. Recently, it has been shown that the visual system also exhibits anisotropic behaviour with respect to accuracy of the absolute direction of motion of random dot fields. This study aimed to investigate whether this angular dependent, directional bias is a general phenomenon of motion perception. Our results demonstrate, for single translating tilted lines viewed foveally, an extraordinary illusion with perceptual deviations of up to 35°from veridical. Not only is the magnitude of these deviations substantially larger than that for random dots, but the general pattern of the illusion is also different from that found for dot fields. Significant differences in the bias, as a function of line tilt and line length, suggest that the illusion does not result from fixed inaccuracies of the visual system in the computation of direction of motion. Potential sources for these large biases are motion integration mechanisms. These were also found to be anisotropic. The anisotropic nature and the surprisingly large magnitude of the effect make it a necessary consideration in analyses of motion experiments and in modelling studies.
Introduction
Visual perception exhibits many examples of anisotropic behaviour where the relationship of percept to stimulus changes with the orientation of the stimulus. Perhaps the best-known example of this phenomenon is the 'oblique effect' in pattern vision: observers are better at discriminating the orientation of lines (a precision measurement) when they are oriented along horizontal or vertical (cardinal) meridians, compared to oblique orientations (Jastrow, 1892; Appelle, 1972; Caelli, Brettel, Rentschler, & Hilz, 1983; Heeley & Timney, 1988) .
Meridian-dependent effects have also been found for moving objects. In general, studies have concentrated on the anisotropy of the precision in motion direction discriminations. In contrast to motion detection thresholds, which have been found to be isotropic (Ball & Sekuler, 1979; Levinson & Sekuler, 1980; Van de Grind, Koenderink, Van Doorn, Milders, & Voerman, 1993; Raymond, 1994) , motion discrimination thresholds depend on the absolute direction of motion. This meridional anisotropy for direction of motion discrimination has been observed for random dots (Ball & Sekuler, 1979 , 1982 Flinn & Watamaniuk, 1997; Gros, Blake, & Hiris, 1998) as well as for translating plaids (composed of two gratings) (Heeley & Buchanan-Smith, 1992) .
Rather fewer studies have looked at accuracy, i.e. at absolute judgements of the perceived direction of motion. Although measurements of the absolute direction of motion have been employed in a variety of motion experiments, including motion repulsion under transparent conditions (Marshak & Sekuler, 1979; Levinson & Sekuler, 1980; Kim & Wilson, 1996) , motion capture in multi-aperture configurations (Ben-Av & Shiffrar, 1993; Orbach & Wilson, 1994) , and perceived direction of motion for plaid patterns (Fer-rera & Wilson, 1990; Wilson, Ferrera, & Yo, 1992; Wilson & Kim, 1994; Bowns, 1996; Alais, Wenderoth, & Burke, 1997) , none of these experiments tested for the angular dependencies (anisotropy) of directional judgements. In other words, all of these studies implicitly assumed isotropic perception. If, however, the perception of the absolute direction of motion does exhibit angular dependency, care should be taken in experimental data interpretation. It has been shown recently that previous studies on motion transparency indeed overestimated the amount of motion repulsion, because of the invalid assumption of isotropic perception (Rauber & Treue, 1999) .
Random dot patterns have been utilised in two studies focusing on accuracy (Blake, Cepeda, & Hiris, 1997; Rauber & Treue, 1998) . While Blake et al. found misperception to be idiosyncratic, Rauber and Treue observed a systematic misjudgement for uniform random dot patterns. In the latter study, subjects consistently overestimated the angle between the actual direction and certain reference axes ('reference repulsion'). Biases were within 10°from veridical. Depending on the experimental condition, observers apparently employed some or all of the cardinal directions (horizontal and vertical) as reference axes.
Oblique effects with respect to the absolute direction of motion are not restricted to random dots. In a parafoveal experiment, Coletta, Segu, and Tiana (1993) observed directional matches biased away from oblique and towards the cardinal directions with high spatial frequency gratings. These biases were in the opposite direction to the reference repulsion found in the random dot study.
Because of the apparent inconsistency of the results of these studies, the exact nature of these anisotropies is still unclear, and a key question remains unanswered: are the observed angular dependencies a fundamental inaccuracy of the visual system when computing the direction of motion, or do biases differ for different stimuli? A quantitative answer to this question appears to be crucial for the interpretation of data from a variety of motion studies. To address this question, the present study employed a set of simple stimuli: single lines tilted relative to their direction of motion and single dots. Using these stimuli, we demonstrate that the meridional-dependent perceptual biases cannot be explained purely on the basis of an inaccurate stimulusindependent computation of the direction of motion.
General methods

Obser6ers
Four subjects participated in the experiments. Observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision (visual acuity of 6/6 or better). Three of the four subjects were naïve with respect to the purpose of the study. Before each session, observers completed a few trials to familiarise themselves with the experiments. No feedback was given either during practice or when the data were taken.
Apparatus
Stimuli were presented on a monochrome Phillips Brightview monitor controlled by an Apple Macintosh 7500 computer. The frame refresh rate of the monitor was set to 66.7 Hz and the spatial resolution to 640× 480 pixels (19.2 pixels per cm). A chin and forehead rest was used to maintain a constant viewing distance of 80 cm. At this distance, the pixels subtended 0.037°. Viewing was binocular, except for a control experiment in which a Dove prism was used in front of one eye, with the other eye occluded. To avoid reference cues, the monitor frame was covered with a white cardboard mask with a circular aperture subtending 13.5°in diameter. Experiments were carried out in a normally illuminated room, resulting in a mean mask luminance of 50 cd m − 2
. The experiments were controlled by computer programs based on sprite animation techniques, employing routines from Pelli's VideoToolbox (Pelli, 1997) . The software look-up table was defined to minimise the luminance non-linearity of the monitor.
Procedure
The screen background was set to mid-grey with a mean luminance of 105 cd m − 2 . A fixation mark, a small dark-grey circle (five pixels in diameter), appeared at the centre of the screen prior to each trial. This fixation mark disappeared before each trial and reappeared after the stimulus presentation. Subjects were encouraged to suppress eye movements and to re-fixate before each trial.
Subjects initiated each trial by pressing the mouse button. The stimulus appeared after a time delay of 300 ms and translated across the centre of the screen (zero eccentricity) for 195 ms. Following each stimulus presentation, subjects were asked to indicate the perceived direction of motion using the method of adjustment. After the disappearance of the moving stimulus, two black dots appeared on the screen. One dot was fixed at the fixation target location. The other dot appeared at a randomly chosen position on the circumference of a circle (radius 3.7°). Observers could adjust the position of the second dot by moving the mouse so that the orientation given by the two dots was parallel to the perceived direction of motion. A mouse click recorded their decision. Two dots were used instead of a pointer to avoid the presence of an additional reference axis (the pointer itself).
Sixteen absolute directions of motion were tested: 0°, 9 26.6°, 9 45°, 9 63.4°, 990°, 9116.6°, 9135°, 9 153.4°, and 180°. (In our convention, 0°equals a rightwards direction, and positive angles indicate anticlockwise rotations; see Fig. 1 ). The absolute direction of motion for each trial was chosen randomly (without replacement) from this set. The absolute speed for different directions of motion varied (depending on the direction) from 3.5°s − 1 to 5.6°s − 1 . This was due to the different frame-by-frame displacements, resulting from the discrete nature of a pixelated monitor. Although such variations are detectable by human observers, control experiments argue against any significant influence on our results (see Section 4). Experiments were repeated on different days, giving a total number of repetitions per direction of at least 20 for each subject.
Stimuli
Lines
The contrast cross-section profile of tilted lines could not be strictly square pulse functions. Trying to employ such functions would unavoidably result in a 'step-wise' appearance for orientations away from the cardinal axes, due to the pixelated nature of the monitor display. To avoid such pixelation artefacts, exponential functions were used to smooth the edges and tips of the line (anti-aliasing). The local contrast function for a vertically oriented line is mathematically defined as:
The space constants, | x and | y , were chosen to give a line width of 0.25°and a length of 4.85°. The exponents (N x , N y ) were assigned values of 8 and 240 to give line edges and tips an equally smooth appearance. The contrast of the lines was denoted by C and was set to negative 97% (producing black lines on a grey background). Non-vertical orientations were produced by simple co-ordinate transformations.
Single dots
The contrast cross-section profile of the dot stimuli was defined by a circularly symmetric difference of two Gaussians (DOG):
where C denotes the DOG's contrast. A ratio of 1.5 between the two space constants (| 2 = 1.5| 1 ) guarantees that the DOG integrates to zero over space, resulting in zero average luminance intensity. The space constant (| 1 ) for the central circularly symmetric area of the DOG was set to four pixels, giving a diameter of about 0.3°, similar to the width of the line stimuli (0.25°). The contrast of the DOG was also negative 97%.
Experiments
Experiment 1: 945°tilted lines
The first experiment investigated whether the reported oblique effect with random dot stimuli reflects a general inaccuracy of the visual system in computing directions of motion. If this were the case, the perceptual bias for simple line stimuli would be similar to that observed with random dots.
In the experiments presented here, the line orientation was always oblique to its direction of motion. The angle (tilt) between orientation and direction of motion in the first experiment was fixed at 45°. This results in . Data for experiment 1, with a variable transformation for the − 45°data corresponding to mirror reflection across the horizontal axis (depicted by the inset). Note the strong similarities between the two curves subsequent to this transformation, in contrast to the depiction of the same data in Fig. 2 where GG showed the most prominent differences between the two original tilt conditions. The other three subjects (not shown) show even more overlap between the transformed − 45°and the + 45°condition.
with dots, where biases never exceeded 10° (Blake et al., 1997; Rauber & Treue, 1998) .
The data also reveal the anisotropic nature of the illusion. The magnitude of the bias clearly depends on the absolute direction of motion of the lines, i.e. the graphs are not flat lines. (See Appendix A for a discussion of different hypothetical sources for the illusion and the consequences they have on perception). Moreover, the data exhibit a common shape across subjects and tilt conditions: maximum and minimum biases (extrema and zero-crossings of the curves, respectively) are observed for the same directions of motion. The maximum biases are observed at, or near, the oblique directions (945°, 9135°). These biases are in contrast to motion near the four cardinal directions (up/down = 90°/−90°, right/left =0°/180°), which is perceived veridically. Fig. 2 also clearly shows the difference between the + 45°and − 45°tilt conditions. The most prominent differences between the two conditions are near the oblique directions. Lines moving in the same absolute direction of motion show biases that are generally not identical. This implies that the observed illusion cannot be solely explained on the basis of a fixed, stimulus-independent, inaccuracy of the visual system. Rather, because the tilt is the only physical difference between the two conditions, the relative orientation of a line must play a role. This point will be further illustrated in subsequent experiments using additional line tilts and stimuli without orientation preference (single dots).
Given these obvious differences, do the data exhibit any similarities between the two tilt conditions? It is conceivable that the symmetries intrinsic to the stimuli would be reflected in visual perception. There is almost no support for the obvious symmetry: bias curves, for opposite tilts, with equal shape but of opposite sign. However, the two tilt conditions demonstrate considerable overlap under other symmetry operations. The mirror image of a stimulus across the vertical or horizontal meridian induces a corresponding mirror image percept, e.g. the bias for a +45°tilted line moving towards + 63°is similar but of opposite sign to a − 45°tilted line moving towards − 63° (Fig. 3, inset ). This form of horizontal (and to a lesser extent vertical) symmetry is evident for all four observers. Fig. 3 shows the data for one subject (GG), where the − 45°tilt data are presented following a mirrorsymmetry transformation with respect to the horizontal axis. Strong similarities are evident in this figure between the + 45°tilt data and the transformed data for the −45°tilt. This is in contrast to this subject's data in Fig. 2 , where the two curves differ substantially. The other three subjects (not shown) show an even greater overlap between the corrected − 45°and the +45°c ondition, suggesting that this kind of stimulus symmetry is preserved in visual representation.
two conditions for each of the 16 absolute direction of motions: directions of motion of + 45°(referred to as +45°tilt) or − 45°(− 45°tilt) relative to the line's orientation. Fig. 1 shows the specific case of an absolute direction of motion of 27°for each of these two tilts. Fig. 1 also indicates the sign convention for (arbitrarily chosen) perceptual biases. The variable transformation for the − 45°tilt data corresponds to mirror reflection across both vertical and horizontal axes. Strong similarities are found across subjects for motions close to the horizontal (from −26°to +26°), displaying a pattern that is consistent with horizontal reference attraction. For all subjects, maximum biases are observed when motion is oblique, but there are significant differences with respect to the specific pattern (magnitude as well as sign) of bias. A potential reason for these inter-subject differences is bimodal behaviour, where subjects exhibit two distinct clusters of data points on either side of the veridical direction. Bimodalities are indicated by grey squares, and one example is shown by the inset, where the number of observations is plotted versus perceptual bias.
Results
Based on this observation, we added the data from the two tilt conditions performing both horizontal and vertical symmetry transformations. Fig. 4 plots the combined data for each subject. From this graph, the similarities as well as differences between individual subjects can be evaluated. Considerable inter-subject overlap is observed for directions around the horizontal (from − 26°to +26°). These biases are consistent with an underestimation of the angle between lines' motion and the horizontal axis; a reference attraction towards the horizontal.
In contrast, prominent inter-subject differences are evident at oblique directions (9 45°, 9 63°). What might be the reason for these differences? A close inspection of individual data suggests a framework for reconciling these discrepancies: bimodal behaviour. For directions of motion at, or close to, the oblique directions, subjects frequently exhibit responses that are not centred on the mean bias but instead show two prominent peaks in the distribution of individual data points. The grey squares in Fig. 4 mark data that exhibit bimodal distributions (identified by visual inspection; an example is shown by the inset in Fig. 4 ).
2
These bimodalities should not be confused with the lowered precision for oblique directions seen in the classical oblique effect for stationary patterns and in motion direction discrimination tasks. The misjudgements here that follow a bimodal distribution form two well-defined peaks that are as far as + 35°and −35°a way from veridical and do not cluster around the veridical judgement.
Why do we observe a bimodal behaviour when subjects judge the oblique direction of motion of a tilted line? One explanation could be a bias towards two different reference axes. If observers employed both the horizontal and the vertical axes as internal reference frames, then bimodal behaviour could be described by a trial-to-trial switch of reference axis in combination with an attraction to, or repulsion from, these axes. While this could explain bimodal behaviour, such an assumption alone would fail to explain the differences observed between the +45°and −45°tilts (Fig. 2) . These differences point towards the influence of the orientation of the line, probably in addition to internal, cardinal reference axes. There are two potential refer-ence axes intrinsic to a line. In addition to the obvious line orientation, a direction perpendicular to the line's orientation may also be of importance. This is certainly plausible for a moving line where, in the neuronal instantiation of the aperture problem, neurons with restricted receptive fields spanned by the line code motion in this perpendicular direction (see Appendix A).
Given only data from 945°tilts, it is not possible to distinguish between, on the one hand, reference axes based on internal cardinal preferences and, on the other hand, these two reference axes implicit in the line's orientation. Predictions from these two alternatives coincide for the directions exhibiting maximum biases (around the oblique meridians) when employing 45°t
ilts. The second experiment, using other tilts, was designed to distinguish between these alternatives.
Experiment 2: Different line tilts
The five tilts used were: 915°, 9 75°, and 90° (Fig.  5) . The experimental procedure and the line dimensions were identical to those in the first experiment. Because of the symmetries observed in the first experiment, the number of absolute directions of motion was reduced to encompass only the range between − 90°and +90°.
Results
If either of the reference axes implicit in the line's orientation was to be used by the visual system, different biases for a 15°and a 75°tilt should be found. This is exactly what observers reported. The data in Fig. 6 show the three conditions (including the 45°tilt from the first experiment) for each of the four subjects. Similar to the treatment above, using horizontal and vertical symmetry transformations of variables, the data for opposite tilts (+ 15°and − 15°; + 75°and − 75°) have been combined.
As in the first experiment, all subjects exhibit near veridical perception for horizontal and vertical directions and the largest biases around the oblique directions. Moreover, as suggested by the data for the 45°tilt, when motion is close to the horizontal axis (9 27°), observers report a direction that is closer to the horizontal independent of the tilt without exhibiting any bimodalities. This is consistent with a horizontal reference attraction.
The similarity between different tilt conditions, however, breaks down for oblique directions. As for the comparison of +45°and − 45°tilted lines, a comparison of 15°and 75°tilts reveals significantly different biases when motion is oblique, showing the influence of the line's orientation. What determines this influence? Is it the orientation axis of the line, the perpendicular axis to the line, or an interaction between these and internal cardinal references? The first two can be dissociated on the basis of the sign of the biases. If perception was biased towards the line's orientation, all three tilts should exhibit biases of the same sign (negative, by convention, for positive tilts), probably with different magnitudes. Conversely, a bias towards the line's orthogonal would yield the opposite sign (positive, by convention, for positive tilts). 4 The data do not unequivocally display either of these patterns (see Appendix A for a discussion of these patterns). Rather, two subjects (GL, SS) show a pattern of response that exhibits sometimes a bias towards the line's orientation and other times a bias towards the perpendicular for different tilts. The shallowest tilt (+ 15°) exhibits exclusively negative misperceptions for the oblique meridians, implying that the perceived motion for lines with this tilt is biased towards the line's orientation. However, the steepest tilt (+75°) demonstrates positive biases: direction assignments are incorrectly shifted towards the lines' normal axis.
The data for the remaining two subjects cannot be so simply described. Even for the same tilt (e.g. JW for +75°), judgements show both an orientation bias (e.g. for a direction of motion of − 45°) and a perpendicular bias (e.g. for a direction of motion of + 45°). Moreover, it should be noted that individual data for these subjects are bimodal, as in the 9 45°tilt conditions. The two peaks of the bimodal distributions are consistent with the influence of the orientation of the line and with the perpendicular to the line.
In summary, a plausible description of the observed biases with tilted lines can be based on a reference attraction towards the closest reference axis available. In addition to the horizontal and vertical meridians, the orientation of the line may be used as a (generally weaker) additional reference. While the orientation of the line does not appear to influence the horizontal attraction for motions close to the horizontal, it can become important in conditions where the direction of motion is away from the cardinal axes. It is in this latter case where we find not only the strongest deviations from veridical motion but also the most pronounced difference between different tilts. The fact that we find inter-subject variability and bimodal behaviour in these circumstances indicates a trial-to-trial shift of reference between the orientation of the line and its orthogonal direction on one hand and the cardinal axes on the other hand.
Experiment 3: Single dots
The tilt dependence exhibited in the preceding experiments suggests that the orientation of extended objects influences bias. What would we observe if a stimulus was used that does not have a well-defined orientation, such as a single dot? Comparing results for oriented lines and circular symmetric dots enables us to discriminate between an inaccuracy of the visual system when computing direction of motion (meridional effects) and the influence of object orientation.
Results
The pattern of bias for single dots (Fig. 7) is similar to that for lines: motion along the cardinal axes was perceived most accurately, and maximum deviations were found for directions close to the oblique meridians. This suggests that similar angular anisotropies exist with respect to the perceived direction of motion for both tilted lines and dot stimuli. In contrast to tilted lines, we did not find bimodal behaviour for single dots.
The magnitude of the misperception, for each subject, was much smaller for dots than for tilted lines (Fig. 7) . Maximum biases were 7°(GL), 10°(JW), 18°( GG), and 8°(SS) for dots, compared to 26°, 17°, 35°, and 19°, respectively, for tilted lines.
How do our results for single dots compare to those reported by Rauber and Treue (1998) Fig. 7 (bottom) shows our results averaged across subjects. In contrast to their finding, our averaged data indicate attraction to both horizontal and vertical axes with a maximum bias of 4.75°, approximately half the magnitude they found with random dots. Our observation of reference attraction is striking because it is opposite to the effect found by Rauber and Treue, who observed, on average, reference repulsion from the cardinal axes.
Experiment 4: Motion integration
What could be the source for the difference in the magnitude of the bias for oriented lines and for orientationless dots? Also, is there an explanation why single dots may give rise to an opposite bias compared to random dot fields? A potential source for these differences could be the mechanism that integrates motion signals from distant points in the visual field.
The existence of such a mechanism, required to compute the direction of motion of extended rigid objects such as lines, was demonstrated at least as early as the classic studies by Wallach (1935) . In the case of the line, the unambiguous information from the line tips (terminators) constrains the ambiguous signals generated from featureless sections of the line (which forms the basis of the well-known aperture problem, e.g. Horn & Schunck, 1981) . In contrast to extended objects, such integration over space would not be significant for single dots.
Integration mechanisms have also been shown to play a role in the perception of fields of random dots (Anstis, 1970; Braddick, 1974; Nawrot & Sekuler, 1990) . Such mechanisms may therefore be a potential candidate for explaining the differences between single dots and fields of random dots. The aim of the last experiment was to determine whether these integration mechanisms do, in fact, show a significant angular dependence.
Methods
As in the first experiment, the stimuli were lines, but in this experiment, they were presented as if behind three invisible apertures (Fig. 8, insets) . The peripheral two apertures showed the line's terminators; the central aperture displayed the motion of a featureless line segment.
Perception for the direction of motion of the central line segment depends on the gap between the apertures (Ben-Av & Shiffrar, 1993; Orbach & Wilson, 1994; Ben-Av & Shiffrar, 1995; Loffler, 1999; Orbach & Loffler, 2000) . For small gaps, the central segment appears to move in the physical direction of motion of the entire line. In contrast, for large inter-aperture separations, the central segment is perceived to translate perpendicularly to its orientation.
Combinations of three absolute directions of motion (0°, 63°, and 90°) and four gap sizes (0.8°, 2°, 3°, 4.75°) were each repeated 32 times. The tilt of line orientation to direction of motion was fixed at + 30°, and the subject's task was always to report the direction of motion of the central segment. Fig. 8 . Dependence of motion capture on the absolute direction of motion. Stimuli for this experiment were lines behind three (invisible) circular apertures (insets on top). Depending on the inter-aperture gap, motion judgements for the central, featureless segment range from veridical to perpendicular (illustrated by the icons on the right-hand side, for the case of a line of 60°orientation with a vertical (90°) physical motion). The graphs plot deviation of the perceived direction of motion from the physical motion of the line as a function of inter-aperture gap for two subjects. Hence, 0°indicates perception for the central segment that is identical to the entire line's direction. For the 30°tilt tested here, perpendicular perception corresponds to a 60°deviation. The three absolute directions were 0°(solid), 63°( dotted), and 90°(dashed) and result in curves that are clearly not identical. The difference between individual data points for the same gap size but different absolute directions of motion was assessed statistically by performing paired t-tests (two tailed, t 31 \ 3.01; PB 0.02). Stars indicate values for a given motion direction that is significantly different from values for the other two directions. The range of motion capture is evidently not isotropic but depends on the absolute direction of motion. Note that while one observer (top panel) shows veridical perception for the smallest gaps regardless of the physical motion, the other exhibits, for the smallest gaps, deviations from veridical for an absolute direction of 63°(dotted line). This deviation would be expected from an extrapolation of the 15°and 45°t ilt results from experiment 2 for continuous lines without aperture masks.
Results
The deviation (bias) of the perceived direction of motion from veridical is plotted in Fig. 8 as a function of inter-aperture gap size for two subjects. Any point falling along the y=0 line indicates a perception that is veridical. However, an isolated line segment (infinite gap size) inside a circular aperture is perceived orthogonal to its orientation (the insets on the right-hand side illustrate these and an intermediate case). The range of motion integration mechanisms is reflected in the gap over which line endings can capture the central segment. If the range of motion integration mechanisms were isotropic, different absolute directions of motion should result in identically shaped curves.
However, the curves for the three different absolute direction of motion (0°, solid; 63°, dotted; and 90°, dashed) are clearly not identical. This implies an oblique effect for motion signal integration. Motion capture of line segments by terminators is subject to meridional anisotropies, i.e. it is effective over different inter-aperture gaps for different absolute directions of motion. The capturing effect of the terminators decreases much less, as a function of inter-aperture gap, when motion is horizontal (0°) than when it is vertical (90°). In the extreme case of subject GG (Fig. 8, lower  panel) , there is no deviation from veridical if motion is horizontal (solid line), even for gaps as large as 4.75°. However, if motion is vertical (dashed line), such a gap size effectively abolishes capture. Hence, rotating a display, without changing any other physical parameters, yields perceptual differences of 60°(compared to what one would expect from a similarly transformed perceptual judgement).
Consequently, the integration mechanisms required for the perception of a rigid line are indeed subject to angular anisotropies and may be the source for the different biases observed between lines and dots as well as between single dots and random dot fields.
Discussion
Relation to pre6ious studies
Studies on motion perception have generally concentrated on precision and not accuracy. The few that have investigated accuracy used gratings or random dot fields (Coletta et al., 1993; Blake et al., 1997; Rauber & Treue, 1998) . Our foveally presented tilted lines show substantial biases for oblique directions of motion, while they are perceived veridically when moving along the cardinal axes.
The magnitude of the effect is unique in studies of central vision, but it should be noted that even larger effects have been reported in the parafovea and periphery (Cormack, Blake, & Hiris, 1992; Coletta et al., 1993) . Coletta et al. found biases of up to 45°for high spatial frequency gratings in the parafovea, and Cormack, Blake, and Hiris reported deviations from veridical of up to 90°for tilted lines moving on a stationary background grating. In the latter study, the effect was confined to the periphery, and perception was veridical when viewed foveally. Moreover, the illusion depended critically on the background because it did not occur if a uniform grey field was substituted for the background grating.
We would also like to distinguish the substantial magnitude of the misperception with single, unmasked lines in the present study from the large perceptual shifts observed when masking a stimulus with different apertures. A line (or a grating) occluded by the borders of a circular aperture is always perceived to move perpendicular to its orientation (the aperture problem; Wallach, 1935) . When a rectangular aperture is substituted for a circular aperture, the perceived motion of the same line becomes parallel to the aperture borders, a perceptual shift that can be close to 90° (Wallach, 1935) . In contrast to this, the perceptual shifts that we see here are the result of simply rotating the display keeping all other stimulus properties fixed.
The observation of cardinal attraction in our experiments finds support from a study where subjects preferentially reported motion along the cardinal directions when presented with ambiguous gratings that could also be consistent with motions along oblique meridians (Schluppeck, Andrews, & Blakemore, 1999) . Moreover, the specific pattern of horizontal reference attraction for our tilted lines is in qualitative agreement with Coletta et al. (1993) , who reported an (albeit small) reference attraction for high spatial frequency gratings. However, reference attraction has not been observed with random dot fields. While Blake et al. (1997) reported no systematic effect, Rauber and Treue (1998) saw reference repulsion. Rauber and Treue's results are at variance with both the tilted lines and the single dot data presented here.
Why do we find such qualitatively and quantitatively different biases? While there are several differences between Rauber and Treue's study and ours, some of them appear unlikely to account for the discrepancies. Among these are different methods to measure observer responses (method of adjustment versus two-alternative forced choice paradigm), and slightly different physical stimulus parameters (our DOG central region of 0.3°a nd average speeds of 4.7°s − 1 versus their 0.06°wide dots moving at 4°s − 1 ). A plausible source for the different outcomes lies with the procedure used to record subjects' responses. While we employed two dot markers to explicitly avoid an additional reference axis, Rauber and Treue used an arrow line target. It is conceivable that the subjects' percept may have been 'drawn' to, or biased by, the marker's orientation. This possibility receives support from our results that the orientation of the moving line can influence perception.
Two other sources for the discrepancies between the studies are the influence of eye movements and the consequence of integration mechanisms. We employed short presentation times (195 ms), in a range where smooth pursuit eye movements are believed not to have a significant impact on motion perception (Robinson, 1965) . A control experiment (discussed below), which provided a permanent fixation target, showed no difference in the illusion. Hence, there is reason to assume that the effect of eye movements in our study was negligible. This was not the case in the experiments by Rauber and Treue, as they used a comparatively long presentation time (1 s) and did not provide a fixation target. Indeed, their subsequent study on motion repulsion between two random dot fields transparently moving across each other found presentation time to have a significant effect (Rauber & Treue, 1999) . Although they did not find any difference when a fixation cue was provided, they observed a decrease in magnitude of the illusion as a function of presentation time by approximately a factor of 3.5 from 7°(1 s) to 2°(150 ms).
While this indicates that presentation time (probably producing incomplete pursuit eye-movements) is important, it does not account for the differences between their study and ours. First, using short presentation times, we observed an increased bias. Second, Rauber and Treue reported a decreased magnitude of the bias for short presentations but did not find a reversal from reference repulsion to attraction. In a control condition, we increased presentation times to 500 ms to rule out short presentations as the source for the large biases observed with lines in our study and did not find a significant change in the illusion.
As pointed out by one reviewer, Rauber and Treue used stimuli that covered a larger area of the visual field (up to 9.2°in diameter) than the line (4.85°in length) and dot stimuli in the present study. It could be argued that larger stimuli provide more accurate information about the direction of motion, and hence the magnitude of the perceptual bias depends on stimulus size. While this could account for a difference in magnitude between our lines and their field of dots, it would not explain why our small single dots are more accurately judged than larger lines. Also, it would fail to predict the reversal of the pattern of the bias from attraction to repulsion.
We believe that the most plausible source of the differences between the studies with respect to both the pattern shift and the magnitude change is the consequence of anisotropies in integration mechanisms. For random dot patterns, the visual system is known to use the information from many dots when determining direction of motion (Williams & Sekuler, 1984; Newsome & Pare, 1988; Snowden & Braddick, 1991; Blake & Hiris, 1993) . The results of the fourth experiment on partly occluded lines show that integration mechanisms demonstrate meridional anisotropies. It is therefore more than possible that the biases in these mechanisms are responsible for the opposite effects observed with single dots versus random dot patterns. In this context, it is interesting to note that there are two opposed phenomena reported with bands of random dots. Dots are either attracted to, or repelled from, the direction of motion of dots in other bands, depending on the spatial separation (Nawrot & Sekuler, 1990) . Based on this, it was suggested that facilitory and inhibitory integration mechanisms operate over different distances. Although these effects were reported in a different context, it is conceivable that similar mechanisms are responsible for the difference between reference attraction for single dots and reference repulsion for random dot fields.
Control experiments
Several control experiments were undertaken to rule out various artificial and perceptual sources for the observed misperceptions. The first control investigated possible effects of monitor pixelation, the second, effects of eye movements, and the third, effects of the absolute position of the dot stimuli (eccentricity).
It is conceivable that the discrete, square monitor pixels could have caused orientation artefacts or that the discrete pixel step size from one frame to the next for the moving stimuli could have introduced an oblique effect. Additionally, the discrete steps resulted in different absolute speeds that may have contributed to the differences in performance. To confirm that the observed effects were not a consequence of the pixelated nature of the monitor display, the first experiment (9 45°tilted lines) was repeated on one observer (GL). Instead of viewing the monitor directly, a Dove prism 5 was mounted in a trial frame and placed immediately in front of one eye, with the other eye being occluded. This effectively exchanges oblique with cardinal meridians (using reflection across a 67.5°symmetry axis) and thus tests for the presence of both speed and directionof-motion artefacts.
Despite this manipulation, absolute direction judgements (Fig. 9) were again close to veridical for the retinal cardinal directions (now oblique with respect to the monitor axes) and exhibited maximum biases for oblique retinal directions (now along the cardinal directions on the monitor). Furthermore, comparisons of the Fig. 9 . Control experiment using a Dove prism (top panel) and results from experiment 1 (bottom panel). The abscissa for both conditions plots retinal coordinates (e.g. 0°represents rightwards motion in retinal coordinates that, in the case of a Dove prism, corresponds to motion along the oblique on the monitor). From the strong similarities of the data from two experiments, it is possible to rule out artefacts emerging from the pixelated nature of the computer monitor.
perception and cannot explain the much smaller biases for dots than for lines.
Explanations for the pattern of experimental results
One plausible 'high-level explanation' for the observed biases with tilted lines is a 'reference attraction' towards one of four reference axes: the two cardinal axes and the line's orientation and normal. For motion close to the horizontal, the orientation of the line does not appear to influence the horizontal reference attraction. However, it seems to become important in conditions where the direction of motion is away from the cardinal axes. It is these oblique directions where we find not only the strongest deviations from veridical, but also the most pronounced difference between different tilts. This implies that, in addition to internal preferences for the horizontal and vertical axes, the orientation of the line may also be used as a (weaker) additional reference. The bimodalities in individual subject behaviour for diagonal motion may point towards a switch from one reference to the other on a trial to trial basis.
An alternative explanation for the observed oblique effect with tilted lines may be made on the basis of 'low-level', motion-encoding mechanisms independent of 'higher-level' reference explanations. Consider the case of a line. A motion detector located at the centre of the line signals a direction perpendicular to the line's orientation. However, detectors centred at the line tips can compute the veridical direction of the line (Loffler & Orbach, 1999) . It seems possible that oblique effects in either the computation of these signals or at the stage of their combination could provide an alternative explanation for the observed biases. The presence of noise and bistability at the computation or combination stage may then be responsible for the bimodal, perceptual switching, behaviour.
As was pointed out by Allan Pantle, it is also conceivable that another low-level explanation may account for the difference in the magnitude of bias between our tilted line and dot stimuli. While the 'high-level' explanation suggests orientation as a reference cue that is used by the visual system for lines but is absent for dots, there are clearly other differences between the two stimuli: the Fourier energy distributions of lines and dots are different and, as low-level motion detectors pick up Fourier energy, the perceptual differences may be explained on the basis of the differential responses of low-level detectors. This seems a promising explanation, in particular because only the magnitude and not the pattern of bias differs for lines and single dots. However, as the Fourier energy is identical for each individual dot in an array, this explanation by itself would not predict the reversal of the pattern of bias from reference attraction to repulsion upper graph in Fig. 9 (using a Dove prism) with the lower graph (data from the first experiment), show substantial similarities. Note that the data for the Dove prism are presented in terms of retinal co-ordinates. Hence, pixelation artefacts associated with the monitor cannot explain the observed anisotropic behaviour in our experiments.
A second control was designed to assess the influence of eye-movements. The tilted lines appeared this time at an eccentricity of 0.93°instead of the centre of the screen. This allowed the fixation target to be displayed throughout the experiment in order to minimise pursuit eye movements. The illusion was almost entirely unaffected by this manipulation. Taken together with the control condition, discussed earlier, for a 500 ms presentation, it appears that eye movements do not play a significant role in the reported illusion.
The final control condition focused on another potential source for the difference between lines and single dots. It might be argued that the different biases for dots and lines could have resulted from the eccentricity of the line terminators, which was the only cue for their physical direction of motion. To test this, the single moving dot in this control condition was located at the position of one of the line tips (2.6°eccentricity) instead of at the centre of the display. The results for these slightly peripheral dots showed considerable overlap with those for experiment 3, suggesting that small changes in eccentricity have only marginal effects on when testing with a single dot versus a random dot field, respectively.
Regardless of whether the source of the illusion is low-level or high-level, any theory will have to provide an explanation for the main observations in our study. Firstly, the horizontal axis produces a strong reference attraction effect irrespective of the stimulus type or line tilt. Secondly, perceived motion along the oblique directions substantially deviates from veridical and is influenced by the specific configuration of the stimulus.
The fact that the encoding of a simple stimulus, such as a tilted line, appears to be relative to a number of reference cues makes it necessary to analyse data from motion experiments with care. The data here highlight the fact that human perception is markedly biased away from veridical, even with very simple stimuli, in what appears to be a very simple behavioural task.
Conclusions
Meridian-dependent misperceptions of the direction of motion are not restricted to random dot patterns. The present study demonstrates surprisingly large oblique effects (up to 35°) for translating tilted lines, much stronger than the effects previously seen for random dots (less than 10°). As in other cases of oblique effects, the most pronounced misjudgements were observed for oblique directions of motion, while the cardinal directions were judged veridical. None of the experiments with tilted lines or single dots generated data consistent with reference repulsion. Rather, for directions close to the horizontal, the data are consistent with a reference attraction to the horizontal.
The different biases for different stimuli (lines of differing tilts and lines versus dots) suggest that the visual system does not exhibit a fixed, stimulus-independent, inaccuracy when computing the direction of motion. Rather, the amount and the general appearance of misperception strongly depend on stimulus details. Discrepancies between single dots and tilted lines suggest that integration mechanisms influence the reported illusion, an assumption supported by the observed oblique effect in a task requiring such integrative interactions. Oblique effects for motion integration mechanisms may also be the source for differences between this and an earlier study (Rauber & Treue, 1998) .
Results with differently tilted lines indicate that the line orientation does influence the illusion and that the orientation of a translating line may be used as an additional reference cue relative to which motion is reported. The presence of bimodalities in subject behaviour suggests that observers can employ different reference axes and may switch between them from trial to trial.
The experiments leave an interesting question unanswered: are the relevant meridians retinal or gravitational? Although a pilot experiment points in the direction of gravitational biases, further work is necessary to explore the origin of the reference axes in more detail.
The results reported here have important implications. Because oblique effects for motion perception appear to depend significantly on the stimulus, such complications must be taken into account in the analysis and interpretation of data from motion experiments. Furthermore, modelling studies must provide explanations not only for a general oblique effect but also for its dependence on the stimulus configuration.
To the left and right of the horizontal (0°), the curve exhibits a pattern of reference attraction. However, unlike attraction to both cardinal axes, the curve does not show zero-crossings near the oblique directions (45°, 135°). Instead, these directions are attracted to the horizontal (and 'repelled' away from the vertical). There is still a periodicity, but the frequency is decreased by a factor of two compared to the first two patterns.
These hypothetical biases are anisotropic. They depend on the absolute direction of motion, but they are independent of the spatial details (e.g. tilt) of the stimulus. What would the signature be for a bias that was stimulus-dependent? It is instructive to begin by considering biases observed in psychophysical experiments with lines (Wallach, 1935; Lorenceau, Shiffrar, Wells, & Castet, 1993; Castet & Wuerger, 1997) . Two biases have been reported: one towards the orthogonal to the orientation of the line (perpendicular bias, Fig. 10 fifth panel) (Wallach, 1935; Lorenceau et al., 1993) and another towards the orientation of the line (sliding bias, Fig. 10-fourth panel) (Wallach, 1935; Castet & Wuerger, 1997) . A perpendicular bias is present in the case of long lines (Wallach, 1935) or lines of low contrast (Lorenceau et al., 1993) . It is thought to be a consequence of an 'unsuccessful' solution to the aperture problem. Sliding biases have been found when features are displayed on moving lines. Observers see the features sliding along the line instead of being determined by their unambiguous path (Wallach, 1935; Castet & Wuerger, 1997) . If assumed to be isotropic, perpendicular and sliding biases would result in flat curves with biases of opposite signs.
It is evident that none of these hypothetical sources, in their pure form, can account for our data. Rather, at least one of many possible combinations of a tilt-independent and tilt-dependent bias seems to be required. Fig. 10 . Various hypothetical patterns of errors. The three upper panels of the figure illustrate anisotropic tilt-independent bias patterns. From top to bottom, these are: reference repulsion from the cardinal axes, reference attraction to the cardinal axes, and reference attraction to the horizontal axis and repulsion from the vertical axis. (Note that negative tilts would yield identical biases.) The magnitude of these errors is selected arbitrarily. The lower two rows depict the consequence of isotropic tilt-dependent sources: a sliding bias towards the orientation of the line, and a perpendicular bias away from the orientation of the line. For concreteness, we take the example of a positive tilt and arbitrarily illustrate the case of a − 15°sliding bias and a +15°perpendicular bias (note that negative tilts would yield opposite biases).
